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Distant healing is completely different to a personal appointment, it can be just as effective with Reverend
Malcolm’s treatment, but it is far more gentle and so takes longer.
While we only suggest the same donation for 1 weeks distant healing as we do 1 personal appointment, a
personal appointment will last usually between 20 and 40 minutes, sometimes longer, with distant healing,
Reverend Malcolm is treating his patients each and every day and night, with serious conditions and patients he
is often wakened in the early hours to send healing out to them.
The main treatments when Reverend Malcolm is working on the patients photographs, can take around 20
minutes each session, sometimes longer, then there is other healing throughout the day and night, this is each
and every day week in week out while the patients is receiving healing, so you can see there are many hours
every week spent treating each and every patient by distant healing, who are all treated individually and not as
a group.
Because Reverend Malcolm has been chosen at a very early age to do this very important work with some very
imminent physicians on the other side of life, between them they worked out the system we now use by
Photographs.
With distant healing, Reverend Malcolm does not control the time taken, as this is controlled by his doctors, a
patient will always receive the best treatment for them at that particular day and time.
What will happen:
You may feel various sensations while Reverend Malcolm is treating you, which can be many times during the
day and night, even in the early hours of the morning.
We do not tell our patients what these are so we are not “auto suggesting”, but what ever a patient feels it will be
nice and pleasant.
If a patient feels nothing, and many do not, this has nothing to do with the treatment, it is all dependant on how
spiritual a person is if they are aware of treatment or not, it will not effect their treatment in the slightest.
Patients usually start to feel an improvement within days, the longer the condition has been in the body, and the
more serious the condition is, the longer it will take to help.
What you have to do:
The patients do not need to do anything to receive distant healing, Reverend Malcolm and his Doctors in Spirit
You can just leave it all to Reverend Malcolm.
are in control of the treatment.
There are several things a patient can do to help them selves should they wish.
1: on our “ The Enchanted Forest links ” on our web site, there are photographs of Reverend Malcolm’s head
and eyes, if you just mouse over, ( no click needed ), the photograph will enlarge so you can see Malcolm’s eyes
very clearly, just relax while focusing on Malcolm’s eyes, and you can start a link to the doctors to receive
spiritual healing.
2: there is background music on our web site that is continuous, this is one of the main meditational tracks that
Reverend Malcolm uses when treating patients, just relax, focus on the eyes, or you can use a flickering candle
flame, or simply close your eyes while breathing slowly and gently.
3: you can also try asking Reverend Malcolm’s doctors for healing while focusing on his eyes, and this may open
a healing channel for you to receive healing.
4: go onto the “Enchanted Forest” link on our web site and follow the instructions to listen to our guided
visualization track off our CD.
The reason Reverend Malcolm receives such high results with all, even terminal conditions, is through the gift
he has, the doctors that work through him, and the time he spends treating his patients every day and night.
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